Introduction to AWS
For genomics researchers

This training will cover the basics of AWS cloud computing using long read sequencing datasets and Nanopore long-read RNA-seq data analyses - but the concepts apply to all genomics workflows.

The training will assume that you’re already familiar with doing genomics and bioinformatics using a command line - then we’ll help start your journey into the cloud!

REGISTER NOW

Two Half Days:
22 - 23 June 2022
11:00 AM - 02:00 PM each day
SGT (UTC +8)

MEET THE TEAM:

**DR. ANDRE SIM**
Postdoctoral Fellow GIS

**DR. CHEN YING**
Postdoctoral Fellow GIS

**DR. SUMA TIRUVAOYIPATI**
Postdoctoral Fellow GIS

**DR. SWAIN CHEN**
Principal Investigator GIS

**DR. GÖKÇE OĞUZ**
Research Associate GIS

**NATHANIEL NG**
Solutions Architect AWS

**SHUN UTSUI**
Solutions Architect AWS

**DHRUBA CHAKRABARTI**
Research & Education AWS

**AUSTIN CHERIAN**
Developer Advocacy AWS

For More Info
- https://tinyurl.com/genomicsintro
- scgeiger@gis.a-star.edu.sg